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THE NORTHWESTERN AND CENTRAL GE

By Robert H. Lowie

TRIBAL DIVISIONS

Within the Ge family may be recognized five major branches—the

Northwestern, the Central, the Southern, the Jeico, and the Camacan
{Kamakan)—linguistic and geographical classification happening to

coincide. Of these, the Northroestern and Central branches are too

closely allied in culture to warrant separate treatment.

Northwestern Ge.—This branch embraces four subbranches, the

Ti77)hira, Northern Cayapo, Southern Cayapo, and Suyd (map 1,

No. 12 \ map 7).

The Timhira habitat, from latitude 3° to 9° S. and from longitude

42° to 49° W., falls preponderantly into the steppe zone, though a few

tribes—notably the Western Gavioes—are forest dwellers. The Tim-

hira comprise a western and an eastern section, the former represented

only by the Apinaye, traditionally descendants of an Eastern Timhira

tribe (the Cricati), who occupied the triangle between the Tocantins

and lower Araguaia Rivers to about latitude 6° 30' S., sometimes trans-

gressing the boundary in a northwesterly direction. In some respects

they approximate the Northern Cayapo. The Eastern Timhira live

east of the Tocantins River and when first mentioned (1728) even

ranged in some measure east of the Parnahyba River. Besides extinct

groups, they include 15 tribelets, some dialectically differentiated and

often warring against one another. Of these the Neo-Brazilians—not

the natives—unite the Kencateye, Apdnyecra, and Ramcdcamecra as

"Canella," a name often conveniently applied to the last-mentioned

and best known of Timhira groups. Their ancient habitat lay be-

tween the Itapecuru and the Corda Rivers as far north as lat. 5° 50' S.

Their economy prevented fixity of settlement within this area; prior

to 1934 they had occupied for some time the village of Ponto, 49 miles

(78 km.) south of Barra do Corda.

The Northern and the Southern Cayapo {Kayapo) are distinct,

though related, peoples, each split into an indefinite number of hordes.

The Northern Cayapo (lat. 10° S., long. 52° W.) formerly designated

in Matto Grosso as Corod and in Para as Carajd, figured west of the

Araguaia River as Cradaho, a name bestowed by the true Carajd.
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Since the 17th century, the several hordes have been found from the

lower Xingu River southward to the vicinity of Cuyaba, reaching

affluents of the Tapajoz River on the west and the Araguaia River on

the east. These local groups were by no means under a single

head ; indeed, the animosity between the Gorotire and the Pau cfArco

hordes persists.

The Southern Cayapo (lat. 20° S., long. 50° W.), now extinct, are

also known since the 17th century in several districts jointly repre-

senting an immense area : in southern Goyaz, along the upper Araguaia

and Paranahyba tributaries ; in southeastern Matto Grosso ; in north-

western Sao Paulo; and in western Minas Gerais, between the Para-

nahyba River and the Rio Grande.

Th^Suyd (lat. 13° S., long. 52° W.) live below the confluence of the

headwaters of the Xingu River. They are described elsewhere (Hand-
book, vol. 3).

Central Ge.—Two sections are recognized—the Ahwe and the

Acrod. The Akwe embrace the Shacriabd., the Shavante (lat. 11° S.,

long. 49° W.), and the Sherente (lat. 11° S., long. 48° W.). Of these,

the extinct Shakriabd once inhabited the southern part of the Tocan-

tins-Sao Francisco watershed (map 7).

The term Bhavwnte has been applied in several senses, e. g., to the

Sho.vante-Oti (lat. 23° S., long. 51° W.) , a group of isolated speech in

Sao Paulo and to the also probably isolated Shavante-Opayc (lat. 21°

S., long. 54° W.) in southern Matto Grosso. In other words, these two

and the Shavante-Akwe are in no way related.

There has been further confusion because the Shavante-Akwe have

been also called Crixd (or Curixd) , Puadti, and Tapacud, so that these

synonyms appear as names of separate tribes. On the other hand,

several unrelated tribes have been confounded with the Shavante

proper, e. g., the Canoeiro (Tupi), the Nyurukwaye (probably Tira-

hira) between the Apinaye and the Shavante-Akwe, and Castelnau's

enigmatic Orajoumopre.

The history of the Shavante and the related Sherente is closely

interwoven. Earlier writers were not clear as to a distinction be-

tween them; before 1812 no one assigned distinct territories to each,

and in 1824 Cunha Mattos still credited them with the same habitat,

though with separate villages. In 1814, Castelnau regarded the To-

cantins River as dividing the Shavante to the west from the Sherente

to the east. After 1859 the two are always sharply distinguished, for

about then the Shavante definitely went west across the Araguaia

River, while the Sherente remained in presumably their ancient

habitat, on both sides of the Tocantins River, between lat. 8° and
10° S. Notwithstanding their political differentiation, the Sherente

and Shavante are essentially one in speech and custom.
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The Acrod, differing considerably from the Akwe in language, em-

braced the Acrod proper and the Guegue, who shared the same dia-

lect. The Northern Acrod (lat. 12° S., long. 47° W.) and Guegue
(lat. 10° S., long. 46° W.) dwelt in the 18th century west of the Sao
Francisco River, were settled in Piaui, and became extinct by 1850.

The Southern Acrod (lat. 16° S., long. 47° W.) were settled in Goyaz,

where a few individuals seem to survive near Duro.

ARCHEOLOGY

In Apinaye territory, quantities of pottery sherds, some with plas-

tic decoration, indicate prior occupation by an alien people. Within
the Northern Cayayo area there are likewise remnants of earthen-

ware representing sundry local types. Their incised and plastic

ornamentation raises them above the ceramics of the Cariban Arara
and the Tupi sprinkled over the Northern Cayapo habitat, but does

not approach the level of finds made at the mouth of the Xingii River.

Occasionally, there are traces of secondary urn burial. The sherds are

not restricted to the major rivers, but occur likewise far up minor
tributaries. Similar finds were made by Kissenberth (1912 a) on the

Arraias River, an affluent of the Araguaia River. In short, a large

area was at one period held by potters, i. e., by non-Ge.

Nimuendaju conjectures that in the area of the historic Cayapo,

who presumably spread from the southern steppes, the pottery-mak-

ing peoples occupied the forest region in solid masses, but later suc-

cumbed to the Cayapo. The several Tupi tribes, such as the Yunma
and Shipaya, entered the territory by canoe, and, thanks to their skill

as boatmen and the Cayapo lack of canoes, were able to maintain

themselves into the historical period.

HISTORY OF THE GE

The history of the Akwe has already been sketched. The Timhira,

first mentioned in 1728 as extending east of the Parnahyba River, are

recorded as hostile natives of Piaui as late as 1769. Four streams of

colonists from Sao Luiz de Maranhao, Para, Goyaz, and Bahia
brought these Indians into contact with Whites, who by 1810 formed
a solid zone across southern Maranhao. That was the period of

armed expeditions, often slave-raids, against the Timhira, on the pre-

tense that as ^^Botocudos'^ the Government had excluded them from
the prohibition of slavery. The Indians often defended themselves

successfully, but, by the middle of the century, disease. White treach-

ery, and wars had begun to sap their resistance.

The hostilities, however, were by no means exclusively with Whites,

for these tribes constantly warred against one another, the Craho
soon making common cause with the settlers against their fellow
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Timbira. More intelligible is the Ramcocamecra aid to government

troops suppressing a revolt of the alien Guajajara (1901) . However,

the Ramcocamecra^ at one time bitter enemies of the Chacamecra^

incorporated the handful of survivors from that tribe, though pre-

serving a sense of their distinctness. On the other hand, in about

1850 the Western Gavioes, the only Timhira now living unconfined,

withdrew from their eastern kinsmen, the Pucohye^ of the Grajahu

steppes, into the inaccessible forests.

Population.—Only a few figures are available to indicate the popu-

lation of the several tribes now and in their heyday. In recent years

the Ramcocamecra have numbered about 300 ; the Apinaye^ 160 ; one

Gorotire Cayapo (Northern) band was estimated at 400, another at

800. These figures should be compared with Mattos' estimate of the

Apinaye in 1824; viz, 4,200 in four settlements ranging from 500 to

1,400 each. Correspondingly, the total population of Sherente in that

year was set at 4,000; that of the Shavante toward the end of the

18th century at 3,500 ; and a census of the Sherente at Piabanha in

1851 still yielded 2,139.

SOURCES

The oldest chronicler of the Timhira, Ribeiro, served among them
from 1800 to 1823 (Ribeiro, 1841, 1870). In 1818 and 1819 Martius

and Spix traveled widely in the area, the former being responsible

for the establishment of a Ge linguistic family (Martius, 1867 ; Spix

and Martius, 1823-31) . Pohl's researches, taking in also the Southern

Cayapo, date back to the same year (Pohl, 1832-37). Other distin-

guished travelers to Ge tribes include Saint-Hilaire in 1847-48 (Saint

Hilaire, 1830-51) ; Castelnau in 1844 (Castelnau, 1850-51) ; Coudreau
in 1896 (Coudreau, 1897 a, b) ; Von den Steinen (1894) ; and Krause

(1911). More recent are Snethlage's (Snethlage, 1931) and Nimuen-
daju's investigations, the latter forming the basis of the present study

(Nimuendajii, 1939, 1942, and mss.). His data on the Northern
Cayapo^ especially on the Gorotire subtribe, are much scantier.

CULTURE

SUBSISTENCE ACTIVITIES

Farming.—Contrary to widespread notions, the majority of the Ge
have been farmers, especially the Apinaye, with evidence for exten-

sive manioc plantations going back to 1793. However, all the better-

known groups described in this article raise bitter and sweet manioc,

maize, sweet potatoes, and yams. It is entirely improbable that this

is due to Tupi example. In the first place, Ge emphasis Is on sweet

potatoes and yams, which virtually furnish their daily bread. Second,

the grated manioc tubers were not originally prepared with the bas-
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ketry press, but by twisting in a band of buriti bast—a technique

common to the Northern Cayapo, Timhira^ and Sherente. Only

recently the Eastern Timhira have adopted the basketry press from
Neo-Brazilians ; another recent loan from this source, now dominant,

is rice. Ethnographically, the most interesting plant raised by our Ge
is a species of C'issus^ a creeper whose starchy tendrils are baked by

the Timbira, the Sherente^ and the Northern Caya'po. Quite un-

known to Neo-Brazilians and Twpi^ the plant represents a clearly

autochthonous domestication. The Northwestern Ge probably knew
cotton before the advent of civilization, for they have a common word
for it and use it extensively in native industries and ceremonial.

The gallery forests have been essential to 2'imhira agriculture

since they offer the only soil in the area cultivable with hardwood
dibbles. Accordingly, clearings are made in the tall timber along

the watercourses, and when the distance to forested land becomes

prohibitive, the village moves to a new spot. Thus the Ramcocamecra
migrate about every 10 years from one of two streams to the other,

allowing for reafforestation.

Among the Timhira both sexes plant ; the women do nearly all the

weeding and all the harvesting. The division of labor among the

Sherente was affected by their scheme of men's associations. (See

below.)

Collecting wild foods.—Notwithstanding husbandry, wild species

continued to loom large in aboriginal days. Here once more the gal-

lery forests were of extraordinary importance for they harbored the

babassu {Orhignia sp.) and the buriti {Mauritia vinifera), sought

alike for food and for textile materials. Anciently, wars were waged
over the possession of babassu stands. Many other wild species were

exploited; and Apinaye women going toward the steppe still take a

bowl along for collecting whatever they may find. The men, at least

among the Timhira, seem to have gathered nothing but wild honey.

Hunting.—Except for the occasional digging up of armadillos

from their burrows by women, the chase was a masculine occupation

and an important one. The men hunted practically all mammals and
birds except vultures.

Bows, principally of pao d'arco (Tahehuia impetiginosa) wood, are

the chief implements ; those of the Western Gavioes attain a length of 8

feet 5 inches (2.5 m.) , as compared with the Canella maximum of 6 feet

( 1.8 m.) . A round cross section occurs among the Craho, but generally

the Timhira flatten the string side, and the Northern Cayapo section

is almost rectangular. The Canella string is of tucuma fiber. Hunt-
ing arrows are of cane {Guadua sp. ), but the Western Gavioes sub-

stitute Gynerium saccharoides as better fitted for their giant bows.

The typical Timhira arrow lacks a special head, the end of the case

shaft being beveled into a point, but other forms occur, including

583486—46 31
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bamboo knives for arrowheads, presumably more for warfare. There

are two feathers ; Timbira use tangential bridge feathering ; only the

Chacamecra had in addition borrowed the sewed feathering tech-

nique of the Gamella of Codo. The Northern Cayapo shafts are all

of taquara cane, whose root end forms the knob of bird arrows. Sep-

arate heads may be of dark wood, bamboo, or bone. A bamboo head,

either flat or strongly convex, is tied to a wooden foreshaft stuck into

the cane shaft. Bone heads are either set on a wooden foreshaft or

laterally fastened to it with string and rosin so as to have the rear tip

project as a barb. A ray sting also forms a barb (Krause, 1911,

pp. 391-393).

Traps were rare. The communal drive with grass firing was very

popular. Deer were commonly shot from a fixed station in a tree.

Anteaters are still clubbed, as are armadillos, which often have to

be dug from their burrows. Disguises of palm grass were donned

for stalking rheas.

Before their discovery, all the Ge probably lacked dogs; even now

the Timbira very rarely use them for the chase. From Whites they

have adopted a few pigs and fowls, and various animals, especially

tamed peccaries, are kept as pets.

Fishing.—Hooks of indigenous make were apparently lacking

throughout our area. The Sherente treated the trapping and drug-

ging of fish as a family affair; men shot fish with bow and arrow.

For the Northern Gayayo^ fishing was important; for the Timbira^

insignificant. There is no evidence of anchored Timhira nets, but

scoop nets were used after drugging. Besides a species borrowed

from Neo-Brazilians, the Timhira use the timbo creeper to narcotize

the fish.

Cooking.—The preparation of food sharply distinguished the

Northern and Central Ge from the Tupi. Lacking pottery, the

Ge. including the Southern Cayapo, steamed or baked food in earth

ovens (Nimuendaju, 1939, p. 34; Saint Hilaire, 1830-51, 2:116) be-

tween the heated ground and the hot rocks or clay lumps. However,

there was also broiling on a spit and roasting on a grate. Even stone

boiling in a pit filled with water was known, specifically for bacaba

fruits.

Beverages.—These Ge had no intoxicants, water being their only

drink. Their public feasts are thus merely banquets, not carousals.

The Northern Cayapo store water in large gourds.

HOUSES AND VILLAGES

These Ge place their houses along the circumference of a circle

{Timhira, Northern Cayapo) or enlarged semicircle {Sherente), the

arrangement being correlated with social structure. Thus the Pau
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d'Arco Cayopo and the Ramcocaviecra moieties occupy, respectively,

the eastern and western half of the circle. The Ramcocamecra cen-

tral plaza, the site of the council and of dancing, is connected with

each of the peripheral houses by a radial path ; however, an open space

in front of these dwellings yields a wide boulevard or ring street.

The Sherente moieties are associated with north and south, and the

originally semicircular plan has assumed horseshoe shape by the addi-

tion to each moiety of an alien group. Here, moreover, there is a

central bachelor's hut; and the several associations have each its dis-

tinctive meeting place within the circumference (fig. 61). The

' ^^^
s

FiGDRE 61.—Diagram of Sherente bachelors' hut. The positions of the four societies are

divided by moiety : shiptat6 and sdakra. (After Nimuendajtl, 1942, fig. 2.)

Northern Cayapo have a sizable bachelor's and men's hall in the cen-

ter, which in any case is the young men's dormitory (Krause, 1911,

p. 374) ; some Pau d'Arco settlements have two men's houses. The

Canella age classes have their special sites round the small circle

reserved for the council at the center.

A settlement must be near gallery forests for farming; another

consideration is the availability of water, which varies considerably.

The Cricati of the Pindare Kiver headwaters rely on water holes

dug at the bottom of a dried-up creek whereas the Apinaye get their

supply from permanent brooks.

The Timhira erect thatched, rectangular, hip-roofed houses (pi. 97)

shared with Tupi neighbors and, despite native denial, suggesting a

Neo-Brazilian model. The unquestionably aboriginal conical form

appearing in some ceremonies and the beehive hut, about 6 feet (1.8

m.) high and covered with palm fronds, that serves as a temporary

shelter on trips away from home, would be inadequate both during

the rainy season and for the numerous social gatherings served by

contemporary dwellings. The ancient type of Timbira house thus

remains an enigma. The Northern Cayapo visited by Krause spoke

of more substantial structures for rainy season use. Wliat he actually
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saw during the dry season were elongated huts along the village cir-

cumference, with the outer side longer than the inner and entrances

at the two narrow sides. The framework consisted of two series of

forked posts set in a curved line, the outer somewhat longer than the

inner, with transverse sticks connecting the forks. Over this struc-

ture, saplings set in the ground outside both lines of posts were arched

and lashed together with bast over the taller series of posts. Palm
fronds leaned against this skeleton provided the covering, but open-

ings were left between two successive bunches of this foliage, probably

to mark off the several otherwise unpartitioned family compartments

(Krause, 1911, p. 372 f.).

Although the extended family is nowhere of great importance, the

several matrilineally related families do occupy a common house

among the Apinaye and Canella^ and this is conceivably the situation

described for the Northern Cayapo. On the other hand, the Sherente

have single families under one roof.

Furniture.—The Timhira do not manufacture cotton hammocks,

though in temporary camps they will interlace buriti leaflets into a

hammock. Sherente hunters likewise suspend a temporary contrap-

tion of this type. Of the Thribira only the Gre'^pumcateye regularly

sleep in hammocks (of Guajajara origin) , the true bed of the area being

a platform of closely laid buriti leafstalks on four forked posts with

two cross beams. It is about 20 inches (50 cm.) above the floor, but

young girls construct theirs below the roof at an elevation of 614 feet

(2 m.), partitioning it off with mats, and climbing up on a notched

Jog. The width varies from 20 inches (50 cm.) for a single person to

20 feet (6 m.) for a whole family. Boys and youths generally sleep

outdoors in the plaza unless driven to a platform bed by the rain. For
blankets there are buriti mats, but at night fires are kept up to warm
the bare feet. The Southern Cayapo are also credited with platform

beds (Saint-Hilaire, 1830-51, 2: 104) ; the Gorotire are said to sleep on

foliage, fronds, or bast.

These beds also serve as benches and tables, much of the domestic

life being spent there.

For storage there are no scaffolds, objects being simply thrust into

the roof or wall thatch, suspended in bags or baskets, or put under the

beds. The earth oven is invariably several yards behind the dwelling,

except that for ceremonials it may be in front, on the inner margin of

the boulevard.

DRESS AND ORNAMENTS

The complete nakedness of both sexes contrasts with the profuse

bodily decoration. The Northern Cayapo are broadly representative

of the area. The men wear penis sheaths, which do not conceal the

prepuce, and labrets (pi. 98, top, right) in the lower lip; the earplugs
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(pi. 99, top^ left)^ corded sashes, and fringed skirts of these people

are also badges of status. There is great variation of form. The

labrets may be of wood or crystal; peglike, T-shaped, cylindrical, or

discoidal; and sometimes they terminate in an elongated process

sharply set off from the labret proper. Only children wear ear orna-

ments in this tribe. Typical is a 2- to 3-inch length of cane for the

perforated lobe, with a cord dangling from one end, a cord wrapping

round the rod, and a disk of mother-of-pearl at the other end, from

which there often rises a feather or elaborate combination of feathers.

Little girls wear a red or black sash (fig. 62) of cotton string, little

boys a skirt of bast or cotton fiber. Diadems of feathers, variously

attached, and other feather head ornaments are worn sporadically.

Feathers, sometimes mounted on a stick, are also worn at the nape of

the neck, suspended from a neck cord. Other decorations in the back

of the neck include miniature mats and cotton tassels. True neck-

laces are rarer, but of various types, such as series of shell disks and

rows of little sticks plaited together into a firm ribbon. Armlets, more

common on the forearm than round the biceps, consist of a coil of bast,

wrapped with red cotton cordage or covered with decorative twilling

in red and black bast (Krause, 1911, pp. 98, 376 f.)

Not all these details are shared by other groups ; e. g., of the Timhira

only the Apinaye wore labrets—like the Cayapo—in the lower lip. On
the other hand, a number of distinctive traits appear. A hair furrow

and perforated ear lobes are national badges of the Timhira, the eastern

tribes piercing only the lobes of boys, who must undergo the operation

before initiation.

The Eastern Timhira of all ages and either sex have their hair cut

so as to leave a furrow round the head, except for an occipital gap lack-

ing among the Apinaye. The coarse, stiff Indian hair, unless oiled,

yields the caplike effect pictured for 17th-century Otshucayana {Tarai-

riu). In the back, the hair is allowed to grow long. Only women are

hair cutters in Timhira tribes. The Canella have double combs made
of little rods. The sparse beard is rarely plucked out nor as a rule is

axillary or pubic hair removed. But eyebrows are considered ab-

horrent, and eyelashes, too, are pulled out.

The perforation of the lobe is an elaborate rite, which culminates

in the insertion of plugs varying in diameter from about one-half inch

(1.25 cm.) among the Porecamecra to as much as 4 inches (10.16 cm.)

among the CrahS and Canella^ who prize immense disks. When the

desired extension has been achieved, the ornament is worn only at

festivities, so that normally the lobe forms a loop, usually slung round

the upper edge of the helix.

Tattooing, so far as practiced, is borrowed from the Neo-Brazilians.

Of pigments for body paint, red urucu and bluish-black genipa are

shared with other Brazilians (fig. 63). The former, omnipresent
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among the Canella, is a prophylactic as well as an ornament; for

coarser effects it is put on with the fingers, for the finer lines on the

face with little rods. Genipa, though rare, is obligatory at some

ceremonies. From the latex of a low steppe tree {Sapivm sp.) a

black rubber pigment is obtained, which may be applied mixed with

pulverized charcoal, yielding a stain that lasts a week. A yellow

pigment from the root of the urucii and white clay rarely serves for

bodily embellishment, but frequently appears on objects. Some of

the paints are applied with wooden forks and stamps.

Feathered decoration is prominent at ceremonies, falcon down being

glued on certain participants with rosin. The Apinaye equivalent is to

stick on the body vertical stripes of paty wool, i. e., the scrapings from

leafstalks of the paty palm {Cocos sp.). Arara feathers are highly

prized ; an occipital ornament for Sherente women consists of nine such

feathers inserted each into a bamboo tube, the containers being spread

out like a fan.

TRANSPORTATION

Almost straight roads lead out from a Canella village toward the

four quarters of the globe, the longest recorded being IO14 miles

(17 km.) in length. They are cleared of growth about once every 5

years to the width of 23 feet (7 m.). Primarily racetracks, they

ordinarily serve as highways. In addition, there are many trails

through the steppe and gallery forest, leading to plantations and

hunters' camp sites. The paths to the clearings are kept fairly wide

and tidy so as to pave the way for women encumbered with full

baskets.

The Northern Cayapo ford brooks and bridge deep dry beds with

logs. The Timhira similarly cross swamps on extended tree trunks,

and creeks on thick logs resting on props driven into the water and

sometimes supplied with a railing.

Boats.—The Ge are notoriously deficient in watercraft. However,

the Suyd shared the bark boats of upper Xingu Kiver neighbors, and

the Apinaye when first discovered navigated the Araguaia River in

home-made dug-outs, presumably having acquired the art from the

Carajd. Ousted from the large rivers by colonization, they have not

a single canoe left (Nimuendaju, 1939, p. 4 f.).

Carrying devices.—The Northern CayapS women transport their

crops in narrow baskets only about 10 inches (25 cm.) in height sus-

pended by a tumpline such as occurs commonly in the area. Other

containers for carriage are round baskets, likewise furnished with a

forehead band and plaited shoulder bags. Equivalents occur in other

tribes (pi. 103, lottom, right).

The Apinaye carry children in a distinctive way : the infant sits on

a buriti-bast girdle, wide enough to accommodate him beside the moth-

J
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er's body, his legs dangling in front of it. On the other hand, the

Sherente or Eastern Timbira child is supported by shoulder bands and

straddles the mother's hip (pi. 104, right). Some of the TimMra in-

terlace palm leaves into slings, others make cotton ones.

Crops are gathered in large carrying baskets, wild fruits in gourd

bowls which, when empty, serve as women's caps. Game of the size

of an agouti is transported in a palm-leaf basket plaited ad hoc, while

larger beasts are dragged to the village boundary, whence the hunter's

wife carried them home. The Eastern Timbira and the Sherente ar-

range large fish on special cords with a wooden pin at one end and a

cross stick at the other, but the device is unknown to the Apinaye.

MANUFACTURES

The absence of pottery and loom weaving is typical of Cayapo, Tim-
bira, and Sherente.

Basketry weaving.—Canella mats serving as bed sheets are either

of babassu or anaja grass; those used as blankets are of buriti bast.

The technique is two-step twilling. Some Indians weave into the

fabrics horizontal or vertical stripes or squares and paint them with

yellow dots, strokes, and zigzags. The girl's girdle is composed of

some 30 tucuma threads barely one twenty-fifth of an inch (1 mm.) in

thickness, all carefully twisted on the thigh and wrapped together.

Mats and most of the baskets are manufactured by men. Besides

twilled cases for feminine oddments, coiled baskets are noteworthy

because the technique seems lacking among the Tupi. Elliptical bas-

kets of buriti fiber are credited to the Southern Cayapo (Saint-Hilaire,

1830-51,2:115).

The Apinaye men likewise manufacture all but baskets for provi-

sional service, also all musical instruments; the women, like their

Sherente sisters, make gourd bottles and bowls (pi. 98, bottom^ ^^/Oj
and spin all the cotton thread.

It does not hold among these people that each sex makes the articles

it uses : The Sherente men plait baby slings and some of the basketry,

though the oval basketry bowls (pi. 100) are always women's work;

further, the men make the dance rattle commonly wielded by women
and all feminine ornaments.

Northern Cayapo basketry is also a masculine craft. Twilling is

prominent, appearing in sleeping mats, arm bands, club wrappers,

and carrying baskets. Notwithstanding the absence of looms, cotton is

grown and spun into thread with spindles having either clay or stone

whorls. For the Southern Cayapo Saint-Hilaire denies the cultiva-

tion and spinning of cotton.

Miscellaneous.—Stone techniques have been long superseded by
introduced metal tools. A generation ago, the Northern Cayapo used
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stone ax blades only for cracking nuts, and lithic processes were ap-

plied only to make crystal labrets by percussion (Krause, 1911, p 395).

Shell was used only for decoration. Woodwork included weapons,

ear ornaments, mortars and pestles, as well as little troughs hollowed

from the section of a tree trunk. Gourds—the larger used for water

storage, the smaller as feather cases—were incised with designs.

Feathers are attached by diverse methods. They may be singly

fastened to a cord in juxtaposition to one another or tied together in a

cluster that is then tied to the cord. Again, the end of the quill is bent

over the cord and tied to the quill singly; or, one continuous cord

passes from quill to quill, tying each of them. Feathers may also be

simply inserted into cane tubes or after previous attachment to a little

stick. Red and yellow are favorite combinations in the use of feathers.

Fire making.—Before the adoption of Neo-Brazilian strike-a-

lights, the Ge drilled fire, the Ganella with a shaft of urucu wood 20

inches long (50 cm.) and a hearth of the same material and of about

equal length. The pit of the hearth often has a lateral groove. On
trips to plantations or for catching fish at night, the Indians carry

firebrands. The fire is fanned with a quadrangular or hexagonal little

mat of palm grass; the Northern Cayapo use two palm leaves on top

of each other, the joined ribs providing a grip. Women normally

fetch firewood, though a man will carry a heavy dry log.

Adhesives.—A rosin is smeared on the hands and mixed with

chewed babassu seeds, forming a glue, to which down or paty wool

may be stuck. Wax serves to seal the corded bags and gourds con-

taining the next year's seed corn.

Rubber.—The Apinaye ingeniously manufacture rubber balls for a

ceremonial game at the boys' initiation. The trunks of mangabeira

trees {Hancotm.ia speciosa) are tapped with stone knives, and the latex

exuding is collected in gourd bowls. It is then smeared in stripes

down the novices' bodies and limbs, which receive a second and third

coat. In the meantime the novices shape balls about 11^ inches (4

cm.) in diameter from the hard clay of termite nests. The rubber

bands are then simply rolled from the youngsters' bodies onto the clay.

When the ball is sufficiently thick, the core is smashed, the fragments

being removed by a little slit cut into the rubber rind. The opening is

closed by supplementary rubber strips, the end result being a very

elastic hollow ball (Nimuendaju, 1939, pp. 61 ff., illus. 11, 12). A
similar technique is used by the Sherente.

POLrriCAL ORGANIZATION

The Tirribira and the Northern Cayapo are markedly separatistic.

Autonomous Apiimye villages continue to display mutual repugnance,

and even within the Gorotire subtribe of the Northern Cayapo the
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several bands remain apart. Only the Sherente display a keener sense

of unity : Their land is tribally, not communally owned, and villages

cooperate in several ways. A council of the chiefs of all villages chose

and deposed the chief of a particular settlement and appointed leaders

in war. Again, all the Sherente took part in the major religious festi-

val. Yet even they never had one paramount chief ; and though there

was no intratribal warfare, prolonged feuds were waged with the

closely related Shavante.

Particularism was tempered among the Timhira, insofar as they

willingly absorbed the remnants of once independent related tribes and

recognized the intertribal institution of honorary chiefs, each ap-

pointed by an alien group to act in defense of its interests among

his own people (Nimuendaju, 1938, p. 69 ; 1939, p. 19)

.

Chiefs are not negligible, but their authority is limited by a council

and generally noncoercive. The recent Ganella have three chiefs in

one village, collaborating with a council of elders in preserving cus-

tomary law. They lack emblems of dignity, work like commoners, and

share food offerings to the council on equal terms with its other

members.

While the Canella chieftaincy is unconnected with the dual or-

ganization, an Apinaye chief must belong to the Sapucaia chestnut

moiety, which is derived from the Sun. He, too, enjoys no great

prerogatives and was formerly aided by a council of elders. His most

serious duty is to inaugurate steps against sorcerers, whose execution,

however, has to be ratified by the people. Distinctive of the ApinayS

is the office of a "counselor" and master of ceremonies, secretly chosen

by the chief and elders ; he constantly exhorts the tribesmen to main-

tain ancient usage. In a distribution of victuals, his share at least

equals the chief's . The Pau d'^Arco have a corresponding, but less im-

portant herald. Their council is mainly concerned with ceremonial

matters; two chiefs are usually found in each village.

The Sherente chief, too, is limited by a council primarily expected

to preserve the old festivals. They appoint the directors of ceremonial

and the leaders of the men's societies. Here the chief receives a tasseled

bow and other badges of office. He is a moderator in internal and

external disputes, harangues the people on behalf of old custom and

harmony, proceeds against sorcerers or other public enemies, and en-

tertains distinguished visitors. Barring obvious incapacity of all

proper successors, the office descends in the male line. The manifold

activities of the men's associations in this tribe made their virtually

lifelong leaders proportionately important. Further, two pekwa

chosen from the associations act as peacemakers and are entitled to a

special funeral feast.
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The Canella have a curious honorary class called "hamren," which

includes the village chiefs; age-class leaders; the girls associated in

pairs with the boys' initiation ritual; the above-mentioned consular

courtesy chiefs ; and the precentresses (but not precentors) in the daily

dances. All these persons enjoy a certain esteem and are entitled to a

special mode of burial and preparation therefor.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

Dual divisions and clans.—The three best-known tribes all have a

dual organization, but with notable differences. The Pau d^Arco Ca-

yapo, Canella, and Apinaye are matrilineal ; the Sherente, patrilineal.

The Pau d^Arco, Canella, and Sherente moieties are exogamous ; their

Apinaye counterparts do not regulate marriage. All three groups

definitely localize their divisions in the settlement, but the Canella and

Pau cfArco place theirs east and west, respectively, the other tribes

north and south. Only the Sherente subdivide the moieties into clans

(not totemic)—four on each side, including one clan of alien deriva-

tion ; further, symmetrically placed clans, narkwa, in complementary

moieties owe each other certain services.

There are likewise differences in the associated symbolical and

mythological ideas. The Pau d'Arco denote the eastern and western

moieties as "upper" and "lower," respectively. The Apinaye call their

moieties after two species of chestnut, sometimes contrasting them as

Lower and Upper, but they derive them from Moon and Sun and
associate them, respectively, with black and red paint. The Sherente

share the celestial connections and the precedence of the Sun moiety,

though without limiting the chieftaincy to it. But the association is

far more vital to the Sherente, where the solar and lunar gods, through

intermediaries, reveal themselves only to members of their respective

halves of the tribe.

Among the Canella, such of these notions as exist have been trans-

ferred to a seasonal scheme of dual division, distinct from the moieties

that regulate marriage. This scheme bisects the universe into two
contrasted series of phenomena, with the sun, red, east, etc. in one, and

the moon, black, west, etc. in the other. The moieties of this type

embrace both sexes, but hold significance essentially for the rainy sea-

son only. Further, affiliation with the Rainy Season moieties does

not follow an automatic, uniform principle of descent, but differs

according to sex, and may differ individually because of chance and
a principle of reciprocity. Males obtain a set of personal names and
through them membership in Rainy Season moiety A from a matrili-

neal kinsman; females a set and membership from a patrilineal

kinswoman. But if the name donor should die before formally pass-

ing on his names, the new name-giver might own a different set, hence
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possibly one of the complementary seasonal moiety, which would in-

evitably shift the child's affiliation accordingly. Finally, reciprocity

enters because a woman permits her son to receive her brother's names

only if he has a daughter to whom she could transfer her names ; other-

wise she casts about for a more remote matrilineal kinsman who does

have a daughter. The seasonal moieties are thus characterized by:

(a) Their nonexogamous character; (h) linkage with a dichotomy

of the universe; (c) different principles of affiliation for males and

females; (d) the possibility of a shift in membership; and (e) a prin-

ciple of reciprocity determining names and membership.

The CaneUa have two additional schemes of dichotomy, both re-

stricted to males. First, by another set of personal names they deter-

mine the membership of six male groups with distinctive stations in

the plaza; and three of these, the Giant Snakes, Bats, and Carrion

Vultures, are opposed as an Eastern half to the Western half compris-

ing the Armadillos, Dwarf Parrots, and Aliens. Because of their

localization, these units are conveniently labeled "Plaza groups and

moieties." Finally, the four athletically active age classes are simi-

larly grouped into an Eastern and a Western moiety.

Since two of the four dual schemes exclude women and the seasonal

moieties do not consistently follow the matrilineal rule of descent,

they obviously are not coterminous with the exogamous moiety

system. The latter is probably basic, but as the Cariella developed a

passion for dual divisions they shifted all but the marriage-regulating

functions to the new types of moiety.

These Ge connect athletic games with a dual grouping. The

A'piTiaye recruit the opposing teams for log races from the males of

complementary moities. Among the CaneUa the Eastern age classes

and plaza groups similarly compete with the Western during the dry

season, the Rainy Season moieties being pitted against each other

during the races of the period indicated. The Sherente assign boys

about 8 years old for life to one of two tribal teams not coterminous

with the moieties; married women belong to their husbands' team;

girls are appointed to either at will.

The moiety system often effects ceremonial, many functions being

duplicated, so as to have each half of the tribe represented. This

applies, e. g., to 17 distinct Sherente offices.

The Sherente clans have each its recognized relative place in the

peripheral arc of the village. They are not important either eco-

nomically or religiously ; even blood feuds were waged rather by the

moieties, and reciprocal duties of "narkwa" clans as to burial of

corpses are tied up with the dual organization. The most essential

task of clans is to prepare festive decoration, a function reflected in

almost all their names. One of the adopted clans does, however, exer-

cise the exclusive right of playing with rubber balls.
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Marriage.—Wliile the Canella and Shen
mous, the Apinaye regulated marriage by four kiye, membership in

which was inherited by sons from fathers, and by daughters from

mothers. The names of these units are largely inexplicable and, so far

as translatable, not totemic. Members of one kiye may marry only

into one of the other three groups. That is, an A man marries a B
woman ; a B man a C woman ; a C man a D woman ; a D man an A
woman. "A" is accordingly composed of sons of A men and B
women, but of daughters of A women and D men (Nimuendaju, 1939,

p. 30).

The Timhira and Northern Cayapo are absolutely monogamous, the

Sherente predominantly so, but permit sororal polygyny, though it is

rare. Pohl found the Southei^n Cayapo polygynists. The levirate is

institutional only among the Sherente, the sororate permitted by the

Apinaye. Cousin marriage is unknown to the Timhira; the Sherente

allow it only with the father's sister's daughter, but men favor mar-

riage with maternal blood kin beyond the prohibited second degree.

Timhira residence is matrilocal, and this also holds essentially for the

Pau (TArco. The Sherente groom at first lives with his bride's family,

but after possibly a year the couple permanently settle with or beside

the husband's parents. A Canella is always welcome in his matri-

lineal home, spends much of his time in it, and always goes back there

if seriously ill or when divorced.

The matrilineal, matrilocal Timhira present suggestive contrasts to

the patrilineal, patrilocal Sherente. Among the former, the women
own houses and fields; among the latter, both belong to the men.

Among all three tribes the maternal uncle plays an important part,

probably most of all among the Canella, where he may forbid a niece's

marriage. However, neither here nor among the Apinaye is there any

coercion into wedlock, while the Sherente elders arrange the marriages

of both young men and women. There is no Timhira matriarchate

nor any systematic bullying of the women by the Sherente men, but

the status of women seems definitely higher among the Timhira. The

division of labor, however, was uniformly fair; and Sherente wives

share privileges that go with their husbands' honorific offices.

The Sherente stressed premarital chastity, expelling from the bache-

lors' hut any youth who succumbed to temptation, and girls were care-

fully watched by mothers and aunts. A deflowered maiden at once

lost the ornamental necklace that served as the badge of virginity.

The Canella, Apinaye, Northern Cayapo, and Sherente all distin-

guished a class of "wantons," i. e., young women who engage in sex

relations without formal marriage and henceforth freely consort with

men. Thus, a hunting party of Sherente would always take along two

girls of this status as cooks and mistresses, one from each moiety to
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satisfy the men's wants without infringement of exogamy. The

wantons are not outcasts, though less esteemed than chaste women.

No Tiinhira youth was formerly allowed to marry before com-

pleting the cycle in initiation ceremonies, the Apinaye youths, with few

exceptions, getting married on the same day, though this was not com-

pulsory. Among the Sherente a lad might marry only after entrance

into the sixth and highest grade of the bachelors' hut.

Kinship usages.—The avunculate is conspicuous, even among the

patrilineal Sherente^ where the mother's brother completely eclipses

the paternal uncle. On the other hand, a close bond unites a Canella

girl with her father's sister, who sometimes raises her niece. Among
the Apinaye it is the maternal grandmother who specially concerns

herself with young children. The intimate relationship assumed be-

tween parents and children appears in the couvade. (See Life Cycle.)

The Apinaye restrict social relations with siblings of opposite sex after

about the tenth year ; they should not talk or walk alone together, nor

should a male pass below a sister or niece seated on a tree or roof. As
to affinities, the Timhira allow considerable public freedom between

a man and his wife's sister—not his brother's wife; the Canella dis-

play this feature more prominently than the Apinaye^ but even they

never carry pleasantries to the point of obscenity. During the initial

period of wedlock all three tribes prescribe avoidance between parents-

in-law and children-in-law, especially those of opposite sex.

Names.—Personal names are of great importance and interwoven

with the social structure so as to be suitably considered here. Not-

withstanding the matrilineal descent common to both Timhira peoples,

the transfer of names differs. It is the Apinaye moieties that own
name sets, and, consistently therewith, senior matrilineal kinsfolk of

either sex convey their own names to their nephews and nieces by a

formal ceremony. The Canella plan, however, rests on reciprocity

(p. 490) ; and the same scheme holds for the Pau d'Arco. Quite dif-

ferent again is the Sherente scheme, by which masculine names reg-

ularly skip a generation, being transferred from the boy's patrilineal

kin of the second ascending generation, whereas girls get their names
from the men's societies.

The very acquisition of the name involves ceremony, but particular

names may lead to special consequences. The Apinaye and Pau
d^Arco distinguish between "little" and "great" names, the bearer of

the latter having to undergo distinctive ceremonials or enjoying some

prerogative. Often the performance in question requires the simul-

taneous functioning of both moieties, in which case names are con-

veyed in pairs. As stated, distinct types of Canella names imply

membership in the seasonal moieties and the plaza groups. Names of
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the latter category further involve aflUiation with two festive organi-

zations that appear in major festivals.

Age classes.—The Apinaye scheme of age groups is the simplest.

Ignoring females, it divides males into boys prior to initiation, a

wholly unorganized group ; the warriors, about 15 to 25 years old, i. e.,

youths from the beginning of the second stage of initiation until the

close of the next junior group's initiation; the mature men, formed
automatically by the completed initiation of the next younger class;

and the elders, who are no longer able to be active racers. Of these,

only the warriors constitute a sharply defined unit.

The Pau d'Arco and Gorotire Cayapo have series of age classes for

both sexes, the youths' grade being most conspicuous. The Gorotire

recognize boys from about 5 years on, youths from 15 to 25, men
between 25 to 40, and elders; the Pau d'Arco interpolate two transi-

tional grades between boys and youths, and distinguish men according

to their status as husbands of women pregnant for the first time, of

those nursing their first child, as heads of families, and as elders.

Boys sleep in the men's house directly after initiation ; and as soon

as one of the Pau d'Arco lads has had sex relations, his entire class

receives new penis sheaths and are thence called by the third class

name. The corresponding promotion of their immediate juniors

makes them advance to the youths' status.

The feminine grades of this subtribe include, respectively: Chil-

dren
;
girls before puberty

;
young women before their first delivery

;

those between their first and second child ; mothers of several children

;

and those who no longer menstruate.

This occurrence of feminine age classes among the Northern

Cayapo is without Timhira or Sherente parallel.

The Sherente segregate youths in a central bachelors' hut. There

they remain from the time they attain shipsa status—symbolized by a

thicker girdle (pi. 101, center)^ a necklace with falcon feather, and

a sheath (pi. 101, top) for the occipital hair—until marriage. The
emblems, however, are not obtained through formal initiation except

in one of the four associations (see p. 496) to which boys are assigned

when about 8 years old ; members of the others get the insignia when-

ever their paternal uncles consider them old enough. Prior to this

stage the boys, possibly from 5 or 6 years of age, are organized and

tutored by older functionaries for later associational activities.

With the bachelors' hut the four societies have separate segments,

and within each segment members of the Sun moiety occupy the north

side, those of the Moon moiety the south. Furthermore, the boys are

divided into six grades, the three lower having green instead of

white hair sheaths, while in both trios status is further defined by

the length of the wings projecting from the sheath.
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Most elaborate are the Canella arrangements. There is no bache-

lors' hut, though except in stormy weather the young men and boys

sleep in the corresponding central part of the village. Here, too, the

little boys are organized to mimic their seniors. The age classes

proper are tied up with initiation, which involves two stages, each

traversed twice in identical form. Since 2 or 3 years intervene be-

tween performances, the total span of initiation is about a decade.

That is, the novice at 5 to 10 years of age goes through ceremony 1, a

few years later through ceremony 2, both involving a several months'

seclusion ; and after similar intervals he again goes through 1 and 2.

In the plaza the four sportively active age classes have each its

definite place. The little boys organized as mere mimics acquire

official status by securing one of these sites—invariably a northern

one and the one not assumed by their immediate seniors. This admis-

sion causes a shift all along the line. The class hitherto on the site

in question passes on to the one directly south, ousting its occupants,

the oldest of the four groups, who thus retire from the "sports

league" to become elders in an inner circle of the plaza, but preserv-

ing their class identity in the council.

The four active classes are primarily concerned with racing and

ceremonial, but also engage in economic tasks at the council's behest

and anciently formed units for war raids and hunting trips. They
are linked into an East and a West pair, which are the opposing

teams in log races of the ceremonial season. For each pair the

council chooses a virginal girl associate, whose maternal home pro-

vides a meeting place for the complementary couple. The girls chosen

have mothers owning diametrically opposite houses. The two leaders

of each class are carefully selected by the council and represent the

Eastern and Western plaza groups, respectively. These leaders ac-

tually control the membership, which assembles only at their com-

mand and is officially dealt with through them only.

Formalized friendship.—^Two contrasted types of personal rela-

tionship among the Canella roughly suggest the joking and the re-

spect relationships of North America.

The former is cemented when an age class passes through its final

initiatory phase: The two persons in question jointly dive in a pre-

scribed manner, swimming together below the surface as long as they

can. They thus become each other's kwu'no, a bond possible also

between the boys and their girl associates. This relationship, theo-

retically lifelong, is in practice important only before middle age.

Two kwu'no are boon companions, constantly aid each other, formerly

joined in war raids, and may reprove or mock each other with impu-

nity. With their wives' consent, they may temporarily exchange

spouses.
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The respect relationship (male: hapin; females: pintshwei) may
be established in similar circumstances by a slightly different method
of diving. However, there are two other ways, which create a more
serious bond. A person becomes an unborn child's hapin (pintshwei)

by tying some ornament round the pregnant mother's neck ; or auto-

matically, by acquiring names that involve this tie with several per-

sons bearing certain other names, among whom, however, one indi-

vidual stands out as the friend par excellence.

The obligations thus created involve mutual respect and solidarity.

Disputes are barred, as is erotic talk; in conversation the interlocu-

tors must not directly look at each other; nor is either supposed to

beg of the other. Ceremonial obligations are numerous: a man's
corpse is painted by his pintshwei, a woman's by her hapin ; a "friend"

of either sex glues falcon down on the partner's body or daubs him
with paint as the occasion arises, and so forth.

The Apinaye appoint a male and a female "kramged" for every

child about 5 years old, the man being of the child's father's kiye,

the woman of his mother's. Tliis is a respect relationship involving

mutual obligations as to burial. An equivalent custom is noted for

the Pmc (PArco.

Associations.—As explained, the Plaza group names of the Cinella

likewise involve membership in festive organizations. A man may
belong to 2 of the 6 societies, but some of these are mutually exclusive.

He may be a Duck and an Agouti ; or a Falcon and a Jaguar ; or a

Jaguar and a Mummer. Clowns become such only on the basis of

a talent for buffoonery. Each of the organizations has about 30 mem-
bers; most of them—like the age classes—have 2 girl auxiliaries.

Fourteen comparable societies, with membership dependent on the

matrilineally transferred personal names, exist among the Pau d'Arco.

These groups have wholly or preponderantly ceremonial, not eco-

nomic or religious, functions.

On the other hand, the four men's associations of the Sherente are

tiie most vital of their social units. Every male when about 8 years

old is assigned to one of them—generally not his father's—and nor-

mally remains there for life. The council tries to maintain approximate

numerical equality among the societies. Outstanding are the eco-

nomic functions. Hunting was essentially a collective enterprise

by each society, which divides the game bag among the members.

The clearings were made not individually, but by the association

for each member. Stands of buriti and babassu belong to particular

associations, which resented trespass by the rest. For sport, each

association was bisected according to the two tribal teams to which

the members had been arbitrarily allotted in boyhood. In the log

races it was exceptional for one society to run against the other;
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competition was rather between the fragments of the two tribal

teams represented in the organization. In warfare, each association

formed a tactical unit, a particular one being the vanguard, another

one bringing up the rear. Further, the societies take turns in per-

forming a secular masquerade
;
give names to the girls of the tribe

;

and organize the feast in honor of eminent deceased members.

Each society has two leaders, one from each moiety, who function

for the greater part of their lifetime ; also two servants who attend

to all official requirements and may nickname and ridicule the

members.

According to the origin myth, Sun, Moon, and a supernatural

deer established the associations as an age-graded series, whereas

no differences in age are actually found. However, the traditionally

younger societies are addressed as "sons" by their traditional seniors.

Moreover, an initiation ceremony is held by only one of the four

groups, the youngest according to myth. This becomes intelligible

as a survival of a pristine age scheme conforming to tradition, for

evidently only the youngest of a quartette of societies would require

a tribal initiation. Further, the number of the societies and their

localization in the plaza correspond to the four age classes of the

Canella^ suggesting a remote historical connection.

The Sherente have also a single society for women, who regularly

bring their infants to the place of assembly, so that there is no formal

admission. The organization follows the masculine pattern with its

dual leaders and attendants. It has no economic or religious sig-

nificance, but does celebrate a festival in the bestowal of a particular

name on two little boys. During the performance, the men make

a sham attempt to intimidate the women by luridly dramatizing the

killing of a woman.
Etiquette.—Customary law definitely fixes the behavior for all nor-

mal social occasions. The Canella always approach councilors rever-

entially, and both visiting strangers and tribesmen released from seclu-

sion must formally present themselves to these dignitaries. Kin-

ship usages have been discussed under the appropriate head, as has

the conduct imposed by the respect and joking relationships.

Special mention must be made, however, of the weeping salutation

common to the Sherente^ Timhira, and Northern Oayapo (Krause,

1911, p. 402 ; Nimuendaju, 1939 ; 1942, p. 112 f.) . Among the Apinaye a

homecoming tribesman who has been away for some months seats

himself on a platform bed in his maternal home, all his older kins-

women sit beside him, put one hand on his shoulder or lean against

him, and burst into vehement tears. The entire ceremony lasts a

little over half an hour. The motives are grief over the Indians who

have died during the traveler's absence and commiseration of him for

583486—46 32
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having had to be away from home. In this tribe men, girls, and young

women do not join in this strange welcome nor do the traveler's wife

and children.

WARFARE

Except for the Apinaye^ the Timbira, and Central Ge were warlike,

fighting even against closely related groups. The principal weapons

were bows, arrows, round and flat clubs (pi. 98, to'p^ right) , and lances.

Of these, the bow and arrow have been described under Hunting. The

distinctive weapon of the Sherente was a 4-foot (1.2-m.) club with

thickened and somewhat curved butt; the Canella similarly relied

largely on a two-edged sword club equally fit for thrusting and strik-

ing. Sherente lances were over 6 feet 7 inches (2m.) long, of Brazil

wood, and knobbed at the butt; the head, about 9 inches (22 cm.) in

length, consisted of a sharpened rhea femur. Characteristic only of

the Ge and a few tribes of dubious affinity is the short-handled stone

anchor ax for crushing a foeman's skull (pi. 99, bottom). It seems

to have been specially developed by the Apinaye where miniature

ceremonial forms also occur. This ax was carried on the shoulder

by a sling. (Nimuendaju, 1939, p. 126; Kyden, 1937.) Incendiary

arrows were known in the area.

The Timhira made only surprise attacks against Neo-Brazilians,

but were not afraid of pitched battles when able to fight on equal

terms. The warriors included the fully initiated young men for about

a 10-year period, from the close of their own initiation until that of

the next group. Among the Apinaye they united as a body only to

repel an assault on the village, otherwise there were expeditions by

minor parties. The CanMla raids were sometimes organized by in-

dividuals, especially by a maternal uncle and his nephew to revenge

a death, but more commonly by the council, which would appoint an

experienced captain to advise and command the age-class leaders

immediately in control of their companies. These people took

neither prisoners nor trophies, but killed all enemies they could;

this applies also to the Sherente and the Pam d'Arco, except that they

occasionally made children captives, the latter also women. Cannibal-

ism has been imputed to these tribes, but contrary to all trustworthy

evidence. The club used by the killer was left by the enemy's corpse

{PaucTArco).

The slayer of an enemy had to go into retreat—for 10 days among
the Apinaye, for a fortnight among the Pan d^Arco, for a month

among the Canella and Sherente. The Canella killer neither washed

nor laughed, was restricted in diet, and sat on a special bed. At the

close of the period his mother or sister prepared manioc paste while

his uncle went hunting to provide the meat for huge pies. Then the

warrior took a bath, had falcon down glued on him, and loudly an-
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nounced his deed in the plaza. On the following day, he formally

presented himself to the councilors, who then claimed the pies. The

Apinaye imposed silence on the killer, had him slash his chest, and

made him put on special decoration at the close of his fast. A
Sherente brave gashed his chest for each of his victims, rubbing in

the ashes from the root of an herb reputed to safeguard against arrow-

shots. He was allowed to wash only his face and hands and had to

remain continent during his retreat.

LIFE CYCLE

Childbirth.—As soon as a Canella woman is aware of pregnancy,

restrictions, such as dietary taboos, set in for both parents. For de-

livery, their platform bed is partitioned off. The husband may stay

there, but without looking at his wife, who is assisted by an elderly

kinswoman. Usually he walks around the hut to expedite delivery,

after which both parents remain in their cell until the navel string

drops, a less rigorous seclusion for over a month involving typical

features of ceremonial retreat—the use of a scratching-stick ; absten-

tion from paint, decoration, and hair-cutting; and the exclusion of

flesh diet. The father must not work hard or otherwise exert himself.

All these regulations envisage the infant's safety, hence extend to any

men with whom the mother has had recent extramarital relations, so

that as many as four men may simultaneously undergo the couvade in

copaternal solicitude.

The dietary taboos, partitioning of parents, and prohibition as to

paternal labor are shared by the Apinaye and the Sherente^ the

scratcher by the Apinaye. The former also take cognizance of a

wanton's lovers, but merely have them drink a bitter decoction.

Marriage.—See Social Organization, pages 492-493.

Puberty.—The Sherente^ as noted, have no initiation except in one

association. The Apinaye and Canella initiation is a prerequisite to

marriage, but the Canella performances begin long before puberty and

both ceremonials are best considered with other festivals.

The Timbira and Pau d^Arco oddly believe that menstruation is

impossible for a virgin, but among the Apinaye most girls actually

married before puberty. In these tribes the first menses involve dietary

taboos for husband and wife, the latter being further prohibited from

scratching herself except with a special rod and from stepping on the

bare floor. At the close of the period the girl's father and brother go

hunting and provide meat for an old woman, who, after examining

the girl, prognosticates as to the time of her first parturition. The
couple go bathing, dring of an infusion, and throw the bowl into a

brook to insure fine long hair for their first offspring. Subsequently,

both spouses are painted, and the girl is smeared with a mixture to
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promote longevity. In subsequent periods women abstain from deco-

ration, dancing, scratching with fingernails, and sex relations.

Apart from the initial participation of the husband, the Canella

have an identical procedure for the first and later periods. The woman
may bathe, but must not decorate herself or dance, or have sex relations.

She stays indoors, never looks at the farms lest she injure the crops, and
drinks from a special bottle, though she may cook for others. A scratch-

ing stick is prescribed.

The Sherente do not celebrate the first period, but the adolescent

must not eat certain fish or wet the crown of her head. All menstruat-

ing women are impure, contact with them spoiling a man's hunting

luck. They must neither cook for others nor plant nor scratch them-
selves except with a forked little stick.

Death observances.—A Canella, when seriously sick, always tries

to get removed to his maternal home so as to die there. For an ordinary

dying person only the next of kin gather round, a brief lament by a

kinswoman announcing the demise, whereupon both paternal and

maternal relatives assemble. The general lament only begins about

an hour after death with the preparation of the corpse, by "friends" of

the respect relationship, who cut the hair, pluck out the eyebrows, and

paint the body with urucu, unless the deceased was a hamren, for

whom falcon down would be glued on. Related women wail, belabor

themselves, and may attempt suicide, sometimes by taking a header

against the hard ground. In the plaza the chief calls for a volunteer

gravedigger. The grave is about 6 feet (2m.) deep and was formerly

round, the corpse being in sitting posture and facing east ; but today

the shape is rectangular and the body is extended supine. Wlien sec-

ondary burial was still in vogue, the interment was behind the mater-

nal home, except that a hamrem was buried in front of it. The mats on
which the corpse lies are folded over it, tied firmly, and the bundle car-

ried to its grave, now 1 to ly^ miles (1.5 to 2 km.) from the village.

Tlie opening is covered with wooden cross pieces, topped with mats,

and finally with earth. The next of kin, as among the Apinaye, never

accompany the corpse to its grave. Except for a few feminine posses-

sions in the case of women, there is no evidence of funeral deposits,

which seem to be slightly more marked in the two other tribes.

For a distinguished man the Southern Cayapo performed a curious

rite, the chief striking a kneeling man's forehead so that the blood

flowed, which was then smeared on the corpse (Pohl, 1832-37)

.

Secondary burial was shared by Timbira and Sherente. The Canella

kept it up at least for hamren until about 1915, the Apinaye till 1925.

The former scraped the bones clean, both reddened them with urucu,

put them into a bag, and buried them in a shallow pit.
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In several tribes the persons in charge of the burial are of special

status : The Ganella volunteers must be of the exogamous moiety com-

plementary to the deceased ; the Apinaye functionaries are his "kram"

(Nimuendaju, 1939, pp. 31, 153) ; those of the Sherente are of the

narkwa clan. In all three cases the earth should not come into direct

contact with the corpse ; the Sherente go so far as to shield it by a roof

of poles and mats on forked posts. Mourners never cut their hair in

any of these groups.

Distinctive of the Sherente is a feast of the dead in honor of dis-

tinguished people, a ceremony next in importance to their Great Fast.

ESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITEES

Art.—The esthetic sense of these Indians is in part satisfied by their

elaborate ceremonials, but other manifestations do occur. Though
Krause saw no plastic products among the Northern Cayapo^ the

Canella mold wax into fairly accurate effigies of rheas, armadillos,

tortoises, etc. Basketry, specifically twilling, yields the expectable

patterns, zigzag and diamonds. (Krause, 1911, pis. 64, 67, 68;

pp. 384, 389; Nimuendaju, 1939, p. 125.) Incised gourds figured by
Krause show concentric circles and diamonds in nests or in series bi-

sected by a narrow strip. Pokerwork appears in the zigzags on a

ceremonial Sherente staff. Ornamental features may be noted in the

crescent-shaped or winged tops of Canella club handles and especially

in the delicately carved grips of initiates' scratching sticks. Open-

work also presents some pleasing effects in the crosses of ear disks and
the symmetrically disposed crescents, oblongs, triangles, and U -designs

of ceremonial clubs.

Painting is of great importance. Not only is red uructi applied to

the body and virtually to all articles of use, but special devices—two- to

five-tined forks and multiform stamps—serve to impress designs

for ceremonial embellishment among the Canella. Stars, hourglass

designs, triangles, and series of dots are among the patterns found,

which are illustrated by the distinctive decoration of the Plaza groups

(fig. 62). The mats of mummers' outfits are painted with the finger-

tips to represent eyes by concentric circles or spurred wheels ; and they

also bear other ornament, such as monkey figures. The Canella.

further paint geometrical designs in red and black rosin on some
of their coiled baskets. Interesting color contrasts also appear in

one type of Sherente race log. That used by one team shows a red

background set off by a vertical black stripe in the center and black

zigzags symmetrically placed in upright position at the left and right

margins, while the space between each zigzag and the center is re-

lieved by a vertical line of white dots. In the other team's log, a
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FiGUKB 62.

—

Oanella decorations on forehead bands and sashes. (Redrawn from original

sketch by C. Nimuendajfl.)
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Figure 63.

—

Sherente body-paint decoration for the various shipsa age classes, a. The
siteromkwa in the panisewarie class ; b, the siteromkwa in the panisekrdtl class ; c, the

htlmha in the sinaikra class. After Nimuendajfl, 1942, fig. 3.)

central row of white dots and series of small black isosceles triangles

contrast with the red background (fig. 64).

Games.—Gambling is unknown. All other sports of the North-

western and Central Ge are eclipsed by their constantly recurring relay

races with heavy logs. These are not, as sometimes alleged, trials of

a suitor's fitness for marriage, but purely sportive competitions en-

gaged in for their own sake without thought of any reward except

prestige. The competitors' ages vary from 15 to 55 years, thus includ-

ing many men already married. As noted, the Canella have special

race tracks of gi^eat extent. Typically, the logs are made of the section

of a buriti trung 3 feet (1 m.) or more in length and 16 to 20 inches (40

to 50 cm.) thick, the weight being possibly 200 pounds (100 kg.) ; at

the ends a shallow depression provides a grip. But there are many
variations; one Sherente type, e. g., has to be carried by two men at a

time, and the Canella have a miniature symbolic form, the normal

procedure is to start from the place of manufacture and to pass the log

on to a fellow member of one's team, who in turn is relieved as he

grows tired until the last runners reach the plaza. However, the
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Ganella also run around the boulevard, and Timbira men commonly

race home from some joint enterprise carrying logs. Such occasional

competitions create little stir, but the performances at major festi-

vals rouse the populations to a pitch of excitement.

Figure 64.

—

Sherente racing logs. Aldea Porteira. (Redrawn from original

sketch by C. Nimuendaju.)

The competitors are differently recruited in the several tribes. The

Sherente arbitrarily assign every boy to either of two tribal teams for

lifelong membership and on that basis organize the races almost en-

tirely within any one association ; the Apinaye pit men of opposite

moieties against each other ; the Ganella compete by seasonal moieties

during the rainy season, generally by age-class pairs during the cere-
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monial part of the year, but also in various other ways, certain so-

cieties being pitted against each otlier at particular festivals. In for-

mer times outsiders would occasionally challenge the Ramcocamehra^

but such contests might end in fearful brawls. Sometimes oven

Ganella girls and women race with logs of lighter make.

For the Southern and Northern Cayajpo clear-cut evidence for a

competitive sport of this type is lacking, but some equivalent procedure

with a log either in dancing or in transportation by successive groups

of men is indicated (Pohl, 1832-37; Kissenberth, 1911).

The Canella also have a simpler relay race with a wand instead of a

log, as well as ordinary races, which are much rarer among the Sherente

and Apinaye,

"Wrestling occurs, but not as a prominent sport. Mock fights are

indulged in by several groups, and a tug-of-war characterizes the

Pan (PArco. Unique in South America is the Sherente ring and pole

game, in which one player with a 12-inch (30-cm.) stick catches a hoop

about 12 inches (30 cm.) in diameter thrown by his opponent. Target

practice is not reported, but the Canella shoot arrows for distance

either along a smooth plot of ground or by making the missiles re-

bound from a specially erected obstruction, say, a little mound. Stilt

walking is a boys' pastime among the Canella, but exclusively a men's

sport among the Apinaye, whose stilts are nearly 10 feet (3 m.) high,

the steps being about 5 feet 7 inches to 5 feet 11 inches (1.7 m. to 1.8 m.)

above the ground ; the performer mounts them after climbing a tree

and rests on the roofs of the houses. Hunters returning to the village

sometimes surprise their tribesmen by a grotesque procession of tower-

ing figures, to whom the women hastily bring offerings of cooked

tubers impaled on poles.

A rubber-ball game is the property of one Sherente clan, whose mem-

bers propel the ball to one another with the palms of their hands.

Other tribesmen may play only with balls of maize husks. The nearest

Apinaye counterpart is a kind of shuttlecock, the rubber balls being

batted with paddles or a special battledore. Also, while the Sherente

play at any time, the Apinaye game is restricted to the second phase

of initiation, though played by mature men, not by the novices.

Aponaye and Sher&tite boys have tops and humming tops, buzzers,

(fig. 65, a) bull-roarers, wax figures, and grass toys. Girls seem to

lack true d^lls, the Apinaye substituting elongated gourds, their

Canella sisters contraptions of buriti leafstalks.

Cat's cradle is not highly developed. A single figure is Imown from

the Sherente. Among the Canella young girls and men have about

10 figures, but very few individuals can make them.

Musical instruments.—The lack of drums is noteworthy. There

are jingles of Lagenaria tips as substitutes for tapir hoofs ; of shells

;

and of fruit shells. The Apinaye have tore clarinets, nose flutes, stop-
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Figure 65.

—

Ge musical instruments, a, Canella buzzer disk ; b, Canella trumpet with
bell of cowhorn ; c, Canella end-blown bamboo trumpet (length 17 in., or 42.5 cm.)

;

d, blowhole in septum of c; e, end-blown trumpet ; /, cross section of e. (After
Izikowitz, 1935, figs. 94, 114, 95.)
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less flutes with ducts (also Cayapo), and reed panpipes. They and

the Ganella share a unique form of resonator whistle composed of a

reed attached to a nut or gourd.

Both Timhira divisions use simple end-blown bamboo trumpets

(fig. 65, c-/), and complex side-blown trumpets are typical of the

Northern Ge. The Timhira further use transverse, stopless flutes of

gourd (fig. 66), wood, or horn, and small gourd whistles with from

two to four stops. In modern times the Northern Ge have supplanted

gourd with cowhorn resonators in their trumpets.

Figure 66.

—

Timbira type flute made of gourd from the Apinay4. The manner of playing tne

flute shown at right (% natural size). After Izikowitz, 1935, fig. 143.)

In this area the gourd rattle (fig. 67) is emphatically not associated

with shamanistic cures. For example, it is the precentor's instrument

at the daily Canella dances. It is made from the rind of Grescentia

cujete, painted red, and mounted on a wooden handle, whose tip pro-

jects far beyond and enables the rattler to stick his instrument into

the ground. In a hole in the grip is inserted a tasseled wrist cord.

One of the Sherente associations uses a peculiar double whistle

made of two bamboo tubes tied together with twilled covering in

two colors and with an arara feather pendant (pi. 99, top^ left).

With this instrument the leaders signal to their followers in battle.
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FiGUKE 67.

—

Apinayi gourd rattles. (After Izikowitz, 1935, fig. 41.)

Another peculiar instrument of these people is a gourd trumpet

blown to frighten the women.
Dances.—During the dry season the Canella have daily triple per-

formances in the plaza, apart from any ceremonies. The first dance

begins at about 3 or 4 a. m., terminating about 5 : 30 a. m. ; the sec-

ond, a little before sunset, is briefer and has a smaller attendance;

the third begins at 7 p. m., takes at least 2 hours, often much longer,

and always lures the largest audience. The participants include the

older uninitiated boys and the two junior age classes, also girls from

about 7 years up and young women at least until their first pregnancy.

A precentor wearing a forehead band, neck band, and sash wields a

rattle and leads in the singing, assisted by a precentress, who must
take up the tune during any intermissions made by her colleague,

since the chant must under no condition stop. This female dignitary

requires a loud voice, a good memory for songs, and a gay disposi-
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tion. She takes her position in the center of the women dancers' line,

and acts as their leader Only the women and the precentor chant;

the male dancers merely join in a periodic choral shout. The women
and girls form one horizontal row, never leaving their stations but

bending their knees in rhythm and bringing their bent arms back

and forth so that their two hands almost touch during the forward

movement. The precentor dances close to this line, sings and shakes

his rattle at particular girls in turn, stamps his feet, stoops, leaps

up with outstretched legs, making superhuman efforts to inspire the

performer to whom he addresses hunself. When there are 50 or

more women in line, a second precentor is obliged to aid. The young

men, generally armed with some weapon or staff, start their dancing

only at the second or third song. One or two blow a trumpet; all

stretch their legs apart, rock their knees, and in a body dance toward

the girls so long as the precentor dances before them. But when
he turns from them to make a semicircle, the youths also turn away,

leaping back some 100 feet (30 m.). At the morning dances they

utter a prolonged choral shout at the beginning of every stanza.

At least during a major festival, the Gorotire have been observed

in a similar triple performance.

In general outline the procedure is probably common to all the

Timhira. However, the Canella often supplement the routine with

some extras, such as a knee dance executed by the precentor and each

girl in turn. Some dances have a partially magical aim, viz, to pro-

mote the growth of the crops or the effectiveness of the hunting.

Stimulants.—In contrast to the Amazon-Orinoco tribes, the Ge
lacked intoxicants.

Tobacco, though probably known before contact with Wliites, is

not grown even today and plaj'-s a negligible part in ritual. However,
some tribes are passionate smokers, using for the purpose funnels

of spirally rolled palm leaflets.

SUPERNATURALISM

Notwithstanding significant resemblances, there is very wide di-

vergence as to supernaturalism. Solar-lunar beliefs, animism, and
magic are common to our three tribes, but with radically different em-
phasis. Notably, the Canella are so absorbed in ceremonial for its own
sake and in the organization of log races that religion in its sub-

jective aspects, including shamanism, recedes into the background.

Major deities.—The Sun and Moon myth is essentially similar

throughout the area. Both characters are male, unrelated companions,

with Sun definitely superior and at times maliciously teasing his dull-

witted comrade. They create mankind by jumping into a creek
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{Canella) or by throwing into a creek gourds which turn into human

beings (Apinaye) ; the Sherente have no anthropogenic tradition,

though they call Sun "Our Creator." The Apinaye further derive

their moiety scheme from Sun.

The Canella never seek a personal revelation from their celestial

gods, but publicly invoke them for rain, for the protection of game

animals, the promotion of crops, and the prospering of wild fruits.

However, these deities do not figure at all in certain ceremonies on be-

half of maize and sweet potatoes. Very infrequently there are private

prayers of unfixed text to Sun and Moon, mainly on behalf of a child's

health. Eclipses arouse great concern, but only lunar ones evoke a

definite procedure; viz, the shaking of rattles, the exposure of two

little girls on a mat, and the discharge of burning arrows toward the

Moon.
Like the Eastern Timhira, the Apinaye supplicate Sun on behalf

of their crops and also to cure illness. At the beginning of the harvest,

a 4-day ceremony is held, in which dancers put on Sun's distinctive red

paint. In contrast to the Canella, the Apinaye may get direct revela-

tions from the Sun in dreams or in visions when out hunting by them-

selves. The Moon also receives prayers to prosper the crops. During

a lunar eclipse, an Indian lifts a girl toward the Moon, offers her

for his wife, and begs him not to die; special chants are sung and

burning arrows are shot at him. This last procedure has also been

reported from the Northern Capayo, who suppose that they thereby

prevent the Moon from tumbling down and destroying mankind (Kis-

senberth, 1912, p. 55). The Apinaye likewise celebrate every new

moon with dances and special songs supposedly derived from the

Moon. Doctors have no special connection with the major deities.

Different again is the Sherente attitude. Sun and Moon are potent

deities, but never appear to visionaries, who get instructions from

astral gods either delegated by the two great deities or acting on their

own responsibility. Such revelations cannot be induced by any ritual

preparation. Sun's intermediaries are Venus, Jupiter, and some other

stars; Moon's most important deputy is Mars, whose proteges wield

bull-roarers during their probation. Visions of solar associates come

to men of the Sun moiety, and vice versa. Sun is sometimes tempted

to destroy the world because of man's wickedness, but sends his emis-

saries with instructions on how to ward off with songs and magical

paraphernalia a solar eclipse and the "cold night" in its wake that

would extinguish life.

The Great Fast, the major festival of the Sherente, is closely con-

nected with the foregoing notions. Curiously enough, it is conceived

as a measure against prolonged drought, for this danger virtually never

threatens, suggesting a prior habitat nearer the Sao Francisco River,
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whence tradition derives these people. Only adult males, undergo the

ceremony, being divided into two main groups with a handful of

elders as a third. The main groups alternate in fasting and in pro-

viding for the needs of the assembly, and are finally relieved by the

old men, who fast for 5 days. The fast limits the penitents to two

daily rations of water and manioc cakes, so that at the end of the

3 weeks' period they have lost considerable weight. They sit with

their faces turned east, never wash, and sing continuously from morn-

ing until well into the night, reducing sleep to a minimum. Toward
the close of the period the fasters are all supposed to have a vision of

wasps armed with arrows, whereupon they are specially painted and

parade, returning to their festive site for further visions of wasps,

whose arrows supposedly drop and are collected by the master of cere-

monies. The following day superficial ablutions are in order and the

celebrants are sent to their homes, but return to the festival ground,

where they hold decorated staffs and once more catch arrows dropped

by wasp visitants, which are stuck into bast rings put round a specially

erected post. The penitents march to a wooded spot some distance

from the village, camping so that members of narkwa clans are neigh-

bors. Two days later there is a hunt, followed by the preparation of

meat pies; these are divided among the fasters, who return to their

homes.

When all three groups in turn have undergone their fast, a race is

organized with special logs set up with a 30-foot (9 m.) pole between

them, which everyone is eager to embrace. A member of the kuze

clan climbs to the top with a wad of bast and prays to Sun for fire.

A spark falling from heaven ignites the bast, which is dropped so that

fires from it may be kindled round about. Others now climb up and
have visions of deceased relatives, who answer their questions, telling

them how long they will live. Each climber takes some small object

with him, and announces, "I [i. e., my soul] will turn into a feather

[or leaf, etc.]." The article is then dropped and gathered in a gourd
bowl by one of the officials of the festival.

A Venus, a Jupiter, and a Mars seer now approach, offering water

to the people ; the water of the two former is clear, that of the latter

is roiled and refused as presumably likely to induce death. The last

to ascend the pole is one of the masters of the ceremony, who stretches

out his hand eastward, and receives Sun's message through a star in

Orion. This he proclaims the next day to the assembled throng ; the

Sun, he reports, is pleased with the festival and will grant rain, but
wants them to avoid Christian dress and to maintain their tonsure

lest the tribe perish. Finally, the celebrants once more unite in the

woods, by moieties, and the collector of the transformed souls, now
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in the gourd bowl, takes out each in turn, and replaces it via the crown

of its owner's head. Then all disperse.

Animism.—The Apinaye have a common term for the soul, ghost,

shadow, image, and bull-roarer. Men, animals, and plants all pos-

sess souls, but those not human soon dissolve into nothing after death.

Soul-loss by kidnaping or straying is one recognized cause of dis-

ease. The spirits of deceased relatives gather round a dying person

to hasten his death and accompany his soul, which, however, continues

to dwell on earth. Souls of executed sorcerers cause nightmares, but

as a rule, unless offended, the spirits are well disposed toward their

survivors. They are usually invisible, but not incorporeal or im-

mortal : they eat like men, use will-o'-the-wisps as campfires, and after

a while die, being transformed into animals, stumps of trees, or ter-

mite hills. In general they have superior knowledge of magic and

medicine, which they reveal to a few favored men, though most

Apinaye are either unable to establish rapport or afraid to court it.

The Sherente share the ideas of soul-loss and of spirit relatives

surrounding the dying in order to conduct his soul to their village,

which here too is situated on the earth, not in an underworld or the

sky. The path thither is beset with dangers, e. g,, a monster attacks

the soul, and a bridge is so feeble that an unwary traveler will tumble

into the water.

The Canellu seem to lack belief in the temporary departure of the

soul from the body and do not interpret sickness in this way. But

communion with the spirits is the most conspicuous part of their

religion, the souls of the dead protecting their living kin so far as

possible, and warning them in dreams or visions. The swarm of spirits

around a dying kinsman, the flimsy bridge on the route to the here-

after, the will-o'-the-wisps as spiritual campfires, recur in Canella

belief.

Possession seems to be unknown to all three tribes, except at one

phase of the Canella initiation.

Shamanism and sorcery.—The Canella derive curative and magi-

cal lore from the souls of the dead, but most sick individuals first

try out traditional remedies and in grave illness almost always di-

rectly appeal to their ancestors, hence the professional medicine man
is comparatively unimportant. The patient who treats himself must,

however, go into seclusion and observe its customary rules as to diet,

silence, and the use of a scratching stick. The medicine man applies

both profane remedies and special procedures, e. g., extraction by suck-

ing out the pathogenic agent. He is paid only if successful and re-

ceives no fee for collective treatment against epidemics, in which

he smokes tobacco from a funnel and switches the villagers, who sue-
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Plate 98.--Apinaye and Sherente artifacts. Top (left): Apinaye man's ornament of arra tail feathers, worn
on back of head. Top (right): Apinaye man with head ornament (like that at left), lip ornament with
feathers attached, and paddle-shaped club with decorated handle. Bottom (left): Apinaye ornamented
gourds. Bottom (right): Sherente wooden trumpet. (Courtesy Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi, Belem.)



Plate 99.—Ge artifacts. Top (left): Sherente akemba warriors' double whistle. Top (right): Apinaye
earplug. Bottom: Apinaye large anchor ax. (Courtesy Museu Paraense Emilio Qoeldi, Belfem.)
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Plate 100.—Sherente artifacts. Top; Bast sandals. Boliuiu I uil

(After Nimuendajti, 1942, i>l. 1,

Avl, IS in. or 4.1 fin. diani.
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Plate 101.—Sherente artifacts. Top: Hair sheath, sinaikra age-grade. Insignia of bachelor's status.
(After Nimuendaju, 1942, pi. 2, a.) Center: Shipsa girdle. (After Nimuendaju, 1942, pi. 2, b.) Bottom:
Large Sherente comb. Used by men's association attendants at feast of the dead. (Courtesy Museu
Paraense Emilio Goeldi, Bel6m.)
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cessively crawl between his legs. Specialists communing with snakes

are able to cure snake bites, but may also send poisonous snakes against

personal enemies, and hence can bully tribesmen into submission to

their wishes.

The Northern Cayapo and Timhira never regard the rattle as a

shaman's badge.

Sorcerers are dreaded by all the tribes and put to death, at the

chief's initiative among Apinaye and Sherente. The Canella believe

that some spirits give to their protege a rosinlike disease stuff, which

he furtively blows at his victim or inters by his door, causing an

obscure sickness and death.

Since most Apinaye avoid direct contact with the souls of the dead,

their shamans enjoy greater significance. Some have the power to

visit the shades instead of waiting for a revelation. Such a one

smokes tobacco until he collapses in a trance, his soul going off for

instructions. An assistant blows smoke on his hands, places them

on the medicine man, and thus revives him. This practice, quite

foreign to the Eastern Timhira and the Sherente, suggests Tupi in-

fluence. The Pau d^Arco shamans are wonderworkers who commune
with snakes, jaguars, and other beings and exert great influence; they

do not derive their powers from the souls of the dead.

Apinaye pathology, apart from epidemics due to White contacts,

recognizes soul-loss, soul-intrusion, and sorcery. Soul-loss especially

afflicts young children; sometimes it is the shadows of fruits that

capture the soul. Complementary is the idea that the souls of cer-

tain plants and animals may cause disturbances by entering their

consumer's body. The shadow of a fleet beast quickens the pulse, a

turtle's impedes it, etc. The doctor then resorts to a double pro-

cedure: He Imeads the body until he can suck out the disease from
a particular spot; then makes his patient drink the infusion of a

specific and rubs the dregs on his body, for corresponding to every

edible beast or plant there is some plant antidote marked as such by
an external criterion. Thus, deer medicine is derived from a species

whose podlike fruits suggest antlers. Similar notions as to soul-loss

and intrusive causes of disease occur among the Northern Cayapo.
Finally, the Apinaye sorcerer blows disease from the palm of his

hand or puts it on his trail. Such witchcraft does not presuppose a
shamanistic revelation, but it takes a professional to counteract it

by suction, the extract being then exhibited to spectators.

Unlike the Tinibira, the Sherente have shamans blessed not by
spirits of the dead, but by stars. The pupils of Mars suck out the
disease in the form of maize kernels or bits of wood, whereas Jupiter
or Venus visionaries own a magic wand with which to take out the

583486—46 33
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trouble-makers at the distance of 6 feet (1.8 m.). Those who have

Mars as their tutelary treat snake bites.

The were-beast motif seems to be restricted to the Northern Cayapo.

Magic.—Magic in a broad sense is common property. To stave off

rain any Apinaye layman may wave a shrub with special virtues ; and

any Sherente may burn cottonseeds. On all sorts of occasions the

Canella touch a species of tree that symbolizes toughness in order to

acquire this quality. Contagious magic of the classical form, how-

ever, is lacking. When an Apinaye throws clipped hair into a creek,

it is to promote the growth of hair, never for witchcraft. Similarly,

the Sherente throw ceremonial articles into the water in order to pro-

long the former wearer's life.

Ceremonial.—Ge ceremonialism is only in part religious, hardly

at all so among the Canella^ where this aspect of life is most highly

elaborated. Characteristically, in the three representative tribes

masquerading has no sacred connotation. On the other hand, cere-

monial is persistently linked with social structure, as when the defi-

nitely religious Great Fast, of the Sherente^ aligns celebrants by

moieties and stresses the narkwa bond. Again, the second major

festival of this people, the feast of the dead, is held only for certain

dignitaries and their wives, the performance being incumbent on

the honored person's survivors in his association ; further, guests from

other villages camp according to the usual arrangement by moieties

and clans in a tribal settlement. In the Great Anteater masquerade

(pi. 102), organized in turn by the four men's associations, the cos-

tume makers are chosen two from each moiety; the members of the

association take up positions by moieties; and the actors belong to

a particular society. As to the frequent name-giving festivities, the

names of males belong to the Sherente moieties, and the two criers

functioning there represent these units, which form the basis of the

celebrants' alignment.

The Pau (PArco attach no special importance to initiation, which

is a simple annual ritual for only a few boys at a time, their seclusion

coinciding with a maize harvest festival. These Cayapo share the

Anteater performance of the Apinaye and Sherente and, further, have

borrowed the bo masquerades of the Carajd. They also, like the

Sherente and Mashacali, impersonate the spirits of the deceased.

Canella ceremonialism is too complex for a brief outline. Every

year there is held either one of the two initiation ceremonies or, ac-

cording to the council's discretion, one of several other major festivals.

Both phases of initiation involve a 3-month segregation terminating

in a 3-day and a fortnight's celebration, respectively. However, the

seclusion differs in severity, a novice of the first phase publicly ap-

pearing for a plaza dance every afternoon, whereas one of the second
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degree remains shut up in a cell of his matrilineal home. Only the

first stage has a religious flavor: The boys gain contact with the

spirits of the dead, who are lured to the site by the chanting; they

enter the boys' bodies, whence they are ultimately driven by ablution

and flagellation. The second initiation ceremony is to promote the

youths' vitality as a preparation for marriage, and in the terminal

rite each future mother-in-law leads her daughter's prospective hus-

band by a cord.

The major festivals are highly composite. Dances and songs mingle

with log races, the farcical antics of the Clown society, the dramatiza-

tion of a game drive, and the attempts of the Jaguar society to catch

the Agouti membership. But the lesser performances, such as those

held to open and close the ceremonial season, are equally characteristic.

In all these solemnities the religious factor is rarely present; magic

figures more frequently, and the initiation festival harbors social mo-

tives, but, preponderantly, Timhira ceremonialism is an end itself

—

the proper performance of traditional procedures in correct decora-

tive outfits catering to the actors' and the spectators' entertainment.

MYTHOLOGY AND LITEKATUEE

A number of mythical conceptions may be noted apart from tales.

Though without a true cosmogony, the Sherente have some relevant

ideas. Earth, sky, the underworld, Sun, and Moon are eternal, the

two celestial deities being sometimes separated from their substrata.

Carrion vultures peep through openings in the sky down upon the

earth. On opposite sides of one hole live Sun and Moon, the former

flanked by the Belt of Orion on one side and both Jupiter and Venus
on the other. These Indians greatly dread a cataclysm: They sup-

posed that Halley's comet in 1910 would usher in a world fire (a be-

lief shared by the Canella) ; took an overflowing of the Tocantins Kiver

in 1926 for a repetition of the mythical deluge; and interpreted solar

eclipses as the beginning of "the cold night" during which a can-

nibalistic demon will destroy humanity, a consummation it has hither-

to eluded. These catastrophes are conceived as Sun's punishment for

the Indians' wickedness.

The Canella also believe in celestial carrion vultures. They hold

that the ends of the rainbow rest in the open mouths of two anacondas.

The Milky Way is interpreted as a rhea by both Timbira subdivisions.

Thunder, the rainbow, and meteors loom prominently in Pau d^Aroo

lore.

Among the tales the Sun-Moon myth stands out for its complexity,

in connection with religion, its intrinsic interest, its distribution over

a large part of the entire region—certainly among both Timbira and
AJcwe^ though it is not demonstrated to date for the Northern Gofyofpo.
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It differs sharply from the twin hero stories of South America, for

the Ge heroes are not twins, nor even brothers, but unrelated com-

panions. Thus the distinctive episodes of the Tupinarriba, Apapo-
cii/va, Garib cycles—dual paternity, Caesarean operation, testing of

the boys by their father—automatically drop out. What remains is

the unequivocal superiority of one hero over the other, whose stupid-

ity or stubbornness precipitates difficulties, even a general conflag-

ration, and makes him the target of his mate's teasing. This contrast

is, however, less marked among the Sherente. Despite his inferiority,

Moon is not negligible as a transformer. While Sun creates furry

game from slices of flesh. Moon similarly produces game birds {Can-

ella) ; Sun creates good-looking people, Moon ugly ones. In a measure

he is even able to thwart his cleverer comrade's plans. Annoyed by

one of Sun's tricks, he makes the buriti palm shoot up so that man can

no longer reach fruits from the ground, and his meddlesomeness stops

axes from chopping down trees without human labor. However, there

is nothing like the dualism of the Yahgan^ neither of the Ge characters

being concerned with the effect of his actions on future human hap-

piness and immortality.

An important story shared by the Tivibira^ Sherente^ and Northern

Cayapo is that explaining the acquisition of fire from a benevolent

jaguar, who has rescued the boy hero from a tree where he has been

deserted by his cruel brother-in-law. Another tale reported from the

Northern Cayapo, Canella, Apinaye, and Sherente relates how a man
looking up at the sky wishes to marry a particular star, who comes

down to him in female form. Among widespread motifs are : Sharp-

ened-leg, the man who whittles his leg to attack a fellow-traveler

{Apinaye, Canella, Northern Cayapo, Warrau); the dwarf parrots

that assume the shape of women (ApinayS, Carajd, Rio Yamunda)
;

the Amazons who kill male children (Aspinaye, Carajd, Taulipang,

Tupinarriba) ; the rolling skull {Apinaye, Bolivian highlands, Argen-

tina, Araucanians, Chaco, etc.).

A striking feature of ceremonial myths is the artificial secondary

association of tales with the ceremonies they purport to explain.

LORE AND LEARNING

Little is to be recorded under this head. The numerical system of

our Ge was formerly extremely limited, and astronomical knowledge

was in its infancy. The Canella knew only a few constellations, no-

tably the Seven Stars, whose appearance above the western horizon

signalized the approach of the rainy season and the need for making
clearings. Time is reckoned by lunar phases, which remain unac-

counted for, and by the seasons, dry and rainy, the former coinciding

more or less with the ceremonial period. The Canella do not know
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the number of full moons in the year ; there is no attempt to determine

the solstice or to use it in time reckoning.

The apparently nonshamanistic use of drawing blood from the

forehead with a blocked little arrow occurred among the Southern

Cayapo (Pohl, 1832-37, 1:406).
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